Getting Tokenization Right
Why asset tokenization matters and how ﬁnancial services ﬁrms
can identify the right approach
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Getting compliant, comprehensive tokenization right with Daml

Digital Asset’s core technology, Daml, is a unique smart contract language
platform for building multi-party applications. By extracting and simplifying
business processes, Daml makes data accessible and optimizes workﬂows
using smart contracts.

What is tokenization?

With Daml, any asset class can be accurately tokenized as the bundle of
rights and obligations for all involved parties within a speciﬁc ecosystem and
across the full lifecycle of that asset, with appropriate regulatory and
compliance guardrails in place. Speciﬁcally, Daml:

and blockchain platforms. Any
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Embeds the building blocks of rights and obligations directly into
assets
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Can be used to create role contracts deﬁning what speciﬁc parties
may do within an ecosystem or a particular asset
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Uses rights and obligations to model shared workﬂows (e.g., rights
and obligations + time / ordering) and fully automate complex,
multi-party processes

The creation of a unique, digital
representation of an asset so
that it can be traded on a DLT

type of asset can be tokenized –
from physical assets like artwork
and real estate, to stocks, bonds
and other equities, to intellectual
property and intangible assets
(e.g., frequent ﬂier miles). A
token should represent a
redeemable claim to a security
and derives its value from that
claim. Holding the token is
equivalent to owning a claim to
the asset and ownership of the

With Daml, a structural representation of cash ﬂows, events, and rights and
obligations of the complete ecosystem of participants around a tokenized
asset enables complete modeling of the functionality of the asset on chain.
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claim should be freely
transferable.

Daml has been used by leading ﬁnancial services providers for asset
tokenization for its common data models, proven authorization, proven
APIs and a range of composable actions with atomic execution.

End-to-end modeling across the asset
lifecycle

Data model

Authorization

API

Composable
actions

Digital Asset is a software and services provider that helps enterprises
build economic value through interconnected networks. The company
designs and delivers technology that reshapes legacy systems and

Solutions developed with Daml will
seamlessly integrate with digital market
infrastructure. Banks, insurers, wealth and
asset managers, hedge funds and private
equity ﬁrms can be sure their offerings and
processes are infrastructure-agnostic and
totally portable across different blockchain
and database technologies. With a
tokenized asset infrastructure based on
Daml, ﬁnancial services ﬁrms can take
advantage of the strengths of both the
compliance, privacy and control of
permissioned ledger environments and the
greater distribution potential of public
networks.
For ﬁnancial services ﬁrms, Daml’s
tokenization capability supports many
different use cases and asset classes
including: Equities (stocks), Fixed income
(bonds), Green bonds, Structured products,
Private equity, Commodities, Complex
derivatives, Carbon credits, and Central
Bank Digital Currency.
With Daml, you can model the complete
lifecycle of regulated and complex ﬁnancial
products – from approval workﬂows and
term sheet creation, to allocation, issuance
and settlement.

Learn more and view additional case studies at digitalasset.com, or
Download the Daml Connect Community Edition
and view our reference applications at https://daml.com

workﬂows into efﬁcient, secure, and interconnected applications. Daml,
our core technology, is a platform for building multi-party applications. It
extracts and simpliﬁes business processes to make data accessible and
optimizes workﬂows using smart contracts. Leading organizations
partner with Digital Asset to create new multi-party solutions that
transform disparate silos into synchronized networks.
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Connect with us on Twitter
@digitalasset and @damldriven
Set up a call or meeting
by contacting us at sales@digitalasset.com

